Hart Bunny Wall Hangings
Quilt Designed by TK Harrison, BOMquilts.com
Quilted Wall Hanging Size:
18” x 24”
Seam Allowance: 1/4”
Fabric for Quilt: “Hartfield” designed by
Barbara Brackfield for Moda Fabrics

Fabric Kit Available at:
www.AbbiMays.com
Be *sure* you print the template
on LEGAL sized paper!

Fabric Requirements for Quilt:*

*Fabric Requirements *do* include binding & backing.
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Hart Girl Bunny

First, print out the Bunny template, but
be SURE you print it on Legal-size
paper. Then, trace it on your fusible
web, cut out and press to the background fabric, centering it as well as
possible. For each template, turn the
template over so that your Boy Bunny
and Girl Bunny ears face different
ways. The bunny background fabric
should be cut to 11 1/2” x 23 1/2”.

Once the center with bunny is completed, cut TWO (2) 3 1/2” x 23 1/2”
strips for the left & right borders.
Then cut TWO (2) 3 1/2” x 17 1/2”
for the top and bottom borders.
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Repeat the same process from #1 for
the bow tie, ears, eyes and the nose.
Once completed, place them accordingly on the bunny. For the Boy
bunny, the bow goes at the neck...for
the girl bunny, the bow goes on the
ear.

Center the background fabric under
the completed bunny & border, then
quilt all layers together. After your
quilting is complete, square up the
wall hanging so that it is 17 1/2” x
23 1/2”,
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Layer the cotton batting behind your
bunny background fabric, making
sure it’s at least 19” x 24”, and
center the bunny background on the
batting, then appliqué the bunny and
parts to the bunny background fabric
and the batting. Be sure to stitch the
mouth, whiskers and other embellishments to the bunny!

Finally, cut enough 2” x WOF
strips to piece together and make
your binding. Fold & press it in
half, then stitch it to your wall
hanging and whip-stitch it in the
back. Congrats finishing your
project!
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ITTLE UILT OTE This pattern has been tested, to the best of our ability. If your block does not come out
the size shown, please try adjusting your needle position to the appropriate position (left or right) and see if you get the
correct block size.
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